
 

 

 

 

Low Carbon Contracts Company portfolio set to power around 14 million homes by the end of 2025 

09 October 2017 

 

The Low Carbon Contracts Company (LCCC) is pleased to announce that 10 successful projects from 

the second Contracts for Difference (CFD) Allocation Round have signed a total of 16 CFDs, following 

the conclusion of the 10-day signing window.  

LCCC Chief Executive, Neil McDermott said “We are delighted to welcome these new projects, which 

increase the total low carbon capacity of our portfolio to over 13GW, meaning projects with CFDs 

could be powering around 14 million homes by the end of 2025.”   

LCCC views the addition of 3.3GW from Allocation Round 2 as a clear demonstration of investor 

confidence in the scheme.  The new projects, which represent a significant contribution to the 

transition to a low carbon economy, consist of three offshore wind farms each having three phases, 

alongside five Advanced Conversion Technologies and two Dedicated Biomass with Combined Heat 

and Power projects.  

The next step for the projects will be to complete the Initial Conditions Precedent (ICP) and plan their 

first 12 months’ activities to ensure they can meet their Milestone Delivery Date (MDD) in October 

2018. 

 

 

 

Notes to Editor 

 Low Carbon Contracts Company (LCCC) is the counterparty responsible for managing Contracts for Difference 

(CFDs) awarded to generators under the government’s CFD scheme. 

 In its role as Counterparty to CFDs, LCCC is governed by its guiding principle to “maintain investor confidence in the 

CFD scheme and minimise costs to consumers”, contributing to the Government’s objectives of ensuring the UK has 

reliable, affordable, and clean electricity. 

 LCCC is currently managing CFDs for a range of technologies, including: offshore and onshore wind; nuclear; solar; 

biomass conversion; energy from waste; and advanced conversion technologies. 

 The figure of ‘around 14 million homes’ is the result of a forecast of annual CFD generation, including HPC, divided 

by the average electricity consumption per household, per year. 

 For more information, please email info@lowcarboncontracts.uk  

 Details of all low carbon generation contracts are available by typing ‘AR2’ into the search function in the CFD 

Register.  
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